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MATHEMATICS 
ON ELFVING'S PROBLEM OF IMBEDDING A TIME-DISCRETE 
MARKOV -CHAIN IN A TIME-CONTINUOUS ONE FOR FINITELY 
MANY STATES. I 
BY 
J. TH. RUNNENBURGl) 
(Communicated by Prof. J. PoPKEN at the meeting of May 26, 1962) 
Call a stochastic matrix (i.e. a square matrix of order n with elements 
p;~c>O for all j, k E {1, 2, ... , n} and L~=l P11c= 1 for all j E {1, 2, ... , n}) a 
P-matrix. Then the following problem (further called Elfving's problem) 
is a specialization of a problem posed in CHUNG [1958] and CHUNG [1960] 
and due to ELFVING (cf. KINGMAN [1962], where an alternative approach 
to this problem is given). 
ELFVING's problem: Find conditions in order that to a given P-matrix 
P1 there exists a matrix function P(t) such that P(t) is a P-matrix for 
each t>O, for which 2) 
(I) )
lim P(t) =1, 
t ~ 0 
P(s+t)=P(s)P(t) for all real s, t>O, 
P(1)=PI. 
For n=2 Elfving's problem has been solved by FRJTICHET [1952], page 
255, and BELLMAN [1960]. In my thesis (RuNNENBURG [1960]) the case 
n = 3 was considered. 
It is well-known (cf. DooB (1953], BIRKHOFF and VARGA (1958]), that 
if P(t) exists, then 
(2) 
where Q1 is a Q-matrix (i.e. a square matrix of order n with elements q11c 
satisfying q11c>O if j-:Fk for all j, k E {1, 2, ... , n} and L~=l q;~c=O for 
all j E {1, 2, ... , n}). 
Furthermore, if p..1, p..2, ... , f1n are the eigenvalues of Q1, then by the 
Levy-Hadamard theorem (cf. BoDEWIG [1959], page 67) these eigen-
values lie inside the closed domain G consisting of all circles K 1 with 
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2) I is the n X n identity matrix. 
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centres q11 and radii -qJJ. Hence in particular Re lli<O for all j. The 
eigenvalues .?.1(t), .?.2(t), ... , An(t) of P(t) are given by 
(3) .?.1(t)=e~';t for all real t;;;.O and all j. 
For any Q-matrix Q1 and any real t;;;.O we always have that P(t) =eQ1t 
is a P-matrix. 
According to GANTMACHER [1959], in 1938 Kolmogorov posed the 
problem: Characterize the complex numbers z with izl < 1 which can 
occur as eigenvalues of an nth order stochastic matrix. This problem was 
partly solved in DMITRIEV and DYNKIN (1946] and definitely in KARPELE-
WITSCH [195I]. Making use of their results, the next theorem can be 
proved. 
Theorem: The eigenvalues fl, fl2, ... , fln of a Q-matrix (of order 
n;;;. 3) satisfy 
( 4) ( ~ + ~) :r < arg fli < G -~) n for 1 < j < n; 
the only Q-matrices Q1* (with elements q1k*) with at least one flri=O on 
the boundary of this region are given (after a suitable renumbering of 
states, i.e. rows and columns at the same time) by 
(5) qJk* = ex for j = k-1 (mod n), ) 
-ex for j = k, 
0 otherwise, 
where ex is an arbitrary positive number. 
Remark 1: From this theorem we conclude, that for n;;;.3 all eigen-
values .?.1(t) of P(t)=eQlt satisfy 
(6) .?.;(t) E Hn, 
where H n is a heart-shaped region in the complex plane, contained in 
the unit circle and symmetric with respect to the real axis, with the curve 
(7) ( I 2n .. 2n) exp - +cosn +~ smn t (where 0< t<. sin ~nfn) 
as boundary in the region Im z;;;.O. Hence Elfving's problem can only be 
solved for those P1 for which all eigenvalues belong to the region Hn. 
The only matrices eQ1 with a Q-matrix Q1 for which at least one eigenvalue 
.?. =t- I lies on the boundary curve of the region H n are given by 
(8) 
Proof of the theorem: If Pt is a P-matrix, then Q1 =P1-l is 
a Q-matrix; if Q1 is a Q-matrix, then P1.p=l +fJQl (where {3>0 is chosen 
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in such a way that "o.;;;;;I+,Bqii<I for I.;;;;;j.;;;;;n, e.g. P= -(min qii)-1 
1.;;;1.;;; .. 
if some q11<0) is a P-matrix. Hence if for an arbitrary Q-matrix Q1 we 
have 
(9) det (Q1-pJ) = 0, 
then 
(10) det (P1,p-(,8#+ I) I)= 0. 
Now Karpelewitsch .has shown that the roots of t:P,e characteristic 
equation 
(11) det (P1-U) = 0 
for an arbitrary P-matrix P 1 satisfy 
(I2) 
for n;;;.3, and so with A=Pft+ I, because of ,8>0 we have 
(I3) ( ~ + ~) n < arg ft < (; - ~) n. 
If Q1* has an eigenvalue fti for which arg f.tt=(I/2+ I/n) n with ftt#O, 
i.e. ftt=r(e2"'1"-I) with a y> 0, then P 1,p* has an eigenvalue ).1 with 
arg(J.1-I)=(I/2+I/n)n and AJ-I;foO. As Dmitriev and Dynkin have 
shown, in that case the elements Pik * of P 1,p* satisfy (after a suitable 
renumbering of the rows and columns at the same time) li-rx/ for j = k, (I4) Ptk* = at./ for i = k -I (mod n), 
0 otherwise, 
where O.;;;;;et./ <;I for each j E {I, 2, ... , n}. Therefore the elements q1k* 
of Q1 * are given by 
(I5) qik* = Ct.J. for i = k-I (mod n), l-et.1 for i = k, 
. 0 otherwise, 
where we have written et.1 instead of et.//,8, and so et.1;;;.o for each 
j E {I, 2, ... , n }. 
For the characteristic equation of Q1 * we obtain 
(I6) 
In order that ft=y(e2nii"-I), with a constant y>O, is a root ·Of this 
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equation, all CXJ must be positive. We shall prove that 
(I7) a1=Y for all j E {1, 2, ... , n}, 
for which it is sufficient to consider y = l. 
If we introduce the finite positive numbers 01= Ifai in (I6) and sub-
stitute e2ni/n_I for fl, we obtain 
Consider a line in the complex plane which does not pass through the 
origin. Let r(cp) be the absolute value of the complex number on this line 
with argument cp. Then log r( cp) is a strictly convex analytic function of 
cp for finite r(cp). Hence if fPI # cp2, we have for any PI. P2 > 0 with PI+ p2 =I 
(I9) 
Therefore 
(20) ( ( ) ( cpi +cp2+ ··· +cpn)n r( cpi) r cp2) ... r cpn > r n ' 
unless fPI = cp2 = . . . = fPn· 
Now consider for n > 3 the points Or e2"i!n + ( 1-01) ·1 for finite 01 > 0, 
which lie on the line passing through 1 and e2"iln. Then 0<cp1< (1/2+ Ijn)n. 
Under the restriction fPI +cp2+ ... +cpn === 0 (mod 2n), the product 
r( cpi)r( cp2) .•. r( cpn) assumes its smallest value for fPI = cp2 = ... = cpn = 2njn. 
Any other choice of values for the cpj leads to a larger value for the product. 
Hence if we introduce polar coordinates in (18) by writing 
(21) 
we find that under the condition "all ()1 are finite positive numbers" the 
left-hand side of (18) has smallest positive value 1, where the value I 
is only obtained if cpj= 2njn for all j. Therefore, if equation (18) holds, we 
must have 01 = 1 for all j or CXI = a2 = ... =an= l. 
Remark 2: For n=3 one may easily verify that 
p, ~ ( ~ 1-a 0 ) (22) fJ 1-{J 1-y 0 y 
has characteristic equation 
(23) (1-.A.) {.A.2+.A.(1-a-fJ-y)+1-a-fJ-y+afJ+fJy+ya}= 0. 
If we take a+fJ+y=1, then AI=1 and A2,a= ± iVfJy+(fJ+y)(1-fJ-y). 
Hence AI, ).2 and ).3 lie inside H 3 if{J and y are sufficiently small positive 
numbers. From DooB [1953], page 239, we know that ifElfving's problem 
can be solved for a PI, then PtJ(t) for i # j either vanishes identically or 
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never, except when t.=O. Now here P21(1)=0 and P21(2)=(1-{J)(1-y}>O 
for small positive fJ and y. Thus there exists a P1 of order 3 for which 
Elfving's problem can not be solved even though all eigenvalues lie 
inside Ha. 
Remark 3: Any P-matrix of order 3 which is also a circulant can 
be written 
( i -2a-2b i +2a i +2b ) (24) 01 = i +2b i -2a-2b i +2a 
i+~ i+U i-~-U 
where a;;;. ~ l, b;;;. - l and a+ b < l. This matrix has eigenvalues 
(25) { A.1 = 1, 
A.2,a = -3(a+b) ± i(a-b)V3. 
Hence 01 always has one eigenvalue 1 and two conjugate eigenvalues. 
If we prescribe these eigenvalues and choose thein inside H 3, then there 
are exactly two matrices 01 with these eigenvalues, if a-# b. Otherwise 
there is exactly one. The second one can be obtained from the first by 
exchanging the values of a and b. 
If we compute eQ1, where 
(26) (
. -2fX-2{J 
Q1 = 2{J 
21X 
with fX;>O and {J;;;.O, then we obtain a P-matrix of type 01 with 
(27) { a= le-
8<"'+P> cos ( -2n/3+(fX-fJ~V3), 
b = le-S<<>+Bl cos (2n/3+(fX-fJ}V3). 
We must have det01>0 (FRECHET [1952], footnote 2 on page 210) for 
this 01 and hence 9(a+b)2+3(a-b)2>0. Therefore a=b=O can not occur. 
Now Q1 has eigenvalues f.ll=O, f.l2,a= -3(~X+{J) ± i(fX-{J)V3. In-
dependently we may verify that f.ll, f.l2 and f.la are always inside Ha. It is 
easy to see that a suitable choice of fX and fJ leads to A.,= e"• fori= 1, 2, 3, 
where the At are prescribed eigenvalues inside Hs (with A.1 = 1, A.2 and A.a 
conjugate, A.2 -# 0). Hence for that choice of fX and fJ we obtain one of the 
matrices 01 upon computing eQl, If there is a se.cond one, i.e. if a-# b, 
then that matrix is obtained by exchanging £X and fJ in Q1. Clearly a= b 
if fX={J, but a=b may occur if ~X#{J. 
We conclude that to every P-matrix P 1 of order 3 which is a circulant 
and has its eigenvalues inside H 3, Elfving's problem has at least one 
solution P(t) = eQ1t where Q1 is a circulant ( !}, except for the one P-matrix 
having all its elements equal to i· The number of solutions of this kind 
can also be found. 
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